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Intro

• What can we do with job ads data that we can’t do with existing
data?

• Involves both nature of the data (high frequency, granular) and
the ability to apply new methods (NLP, prediction frameworks).

• I think we’re entering into ‘new worlds’.
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NESTA Work (1)

• Represents a big mobilisation of job ads data for policy and
research.

• Newest element is the data-driven taxonomy.

• Allows us to get at evolving ‘bottom-up’ heterogeniety.
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NESTA Work (2)

• Can ‘bottom-up’ cells of the data explain variance in outcomes
such as wages better than our human-curated taxonomies?

• Involves running ‘horse races’ of grouping strategies in the data
and seeing how they summarise within and between-group
variance.

• Moreover, we can now model structural change directly. This
needs to be compared to the decennial updates we get in SOC
systems & more frequent update from place like O*Net.
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NESTA Work (3)

• Other obvious area is high-frequency monitoring of economic
activity.

• This involves both validating against official data and doing lots
of prediction exercises. Can we predict the economy better
using high-frequency data with lots of features?

• Covid-19 has introduced a demand shock that allows for
quasi-experimental designs as well.
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OECD Work (1)

• How do AI skills compare to other ICT skills? Is AI just an
evolution of advanced technical ICT skills?

• Further, is AI an incremental shi t in business ICT? That is, the
next step along from ERP, CRM-type systems?

• What are the other big shi ts in skills that we see in the data?
Are there other skill developments that are a ‘bigger deal’?
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OECD Work (2)

• One direction would be the firm-level ‘extensive margin’ of
diffusion considered alongside other technologies.

• Another direction is a granular examination of the labour
market for ICT/AI specialists. How fast is ‘skill entry’ in this
occupation-set and what implications does it have for wages &
intra-occupational structure?

• Overall debate could be nested in question of how radical we
think AI is. My current view is that we’re still waiting for AI-led
‘super innovations’ to hit.
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Duchini, Simon & Turrell

• Occupation & job title analysis has potential for a broader
exploration of the GPG.

• ie: Are there common cross-occupation features that explain the
GPG? Basically, ‘decomposition methods going deep & wide’.

• Structural change in the wake of Covid-19. Has the change in
work practices been good or bad? Are there underlying task
features that explain flexible & remote work?
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